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Background 
• Project led by US Army Training and Doctrine 
Command (TRADOC) Analysis Center, 
Monterey (TRAC-Monterey) 
• Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) 
• Weisel Science & Technology Corporation* 
• Follow-on to a study of best practices for 
validation of Irregular Warfare models 
*See Spring SIW Paper 12S-SIW-061 by Eric Weisel, “There’s Data in My VV&A Soup:  
Reconciling Data in the Simulation Activity,” VV&A Forum, Wednesday 10:30am, Salon 3  
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IW Definition 
The focus of IW is the relevant populations, not the 
enemy’s military capability. 
Irregular warfare. A violent struggle among state and 
non-state actors for legitimacy and influence over the 
relevant populations. Irregular warfare favors indirect 
and asymmetric approaches, though it may employ the 
full range of military and other capabilities, in order to 
erode an adversary’s power, influence, and will. Also 
called IW. (JP 1-02)  
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Contrasting Conventional and Irregular Warfare 
Military engaging military: Physics-
based models have provided useful 
representation 
Military engaging population:  
Social science theories, models & 
data needed to provide useful 
representation  
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Physics-based vs. IW Modeling Validation 
Physics-based Modeling IW Modeling 
Referent is implicit in force-on-force combat modeling and 
adequate for underpinning models. It comes from the 
laws that we use to represent combat. 
Representation: Small combat unit force-on-
force lethal engagements. 
Conceptual Model: Describes the interactions 
that must be accounted for 
when two entities (e.g. a red 
and a blue tank) exchange 
fire. 
Referent: Laws of physics that represent 
target searching, target 
acquisition, and engagement 
of targets, accounting for lines 
of sight, weapons ballistics, 
and assessing damage.  
Representation: Specific multi-layered conflict 
ecosystem, to include 
interaction between 
population and combat actors. 
Conceptual Model: Describes the interaction 
(kinetic and non-kinetic) of 
actors (e.g., insurgents and 
counter-insurgent forces) with 
each other and civilian 
populace.  
Referent: Social science theories that 
account for human behavior 
interaction, laws of physics 
representing combat. 
Referent must be explicitly defined, accounting for how 
the actors will interact within the modeling environment. 
This is a far less familiar domain for DoD modelers. 
The laws of physics have been the referent for force-on-force combat models. There are no such laws in 
the social sciences; rather, the model referents are typically theoretical. 
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IW “Tactical” BPG Approach 
• Identify and establish why there is a need for the IW tactical Best Practices 
Guide (BPG), to include identification of the unique areas in IW for BPG 
application. 
• Examine literature relating to VV&A practices and procedures, irregular 
warfare, and the challenges of developing and validating IW models. 
• Analyze and synthesize the literature to describe a validation framework 
providing a context for identification and discussion of best practices for IW 
model validation. 
• Distribute validation framework within both the M&S community and the 
social science community.  Revise BPG accordingly based on reviewers 
comments. 
• Describe how the best practices can be applied to IW models; in particular, the 
Peace Support Operations Model (PSOM) and the Cultural Geography model. 
• Final report available from TRAC-Monterey. 
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Validation Framework Concept Map 
Validation Framework Concept Map. 
Requirements 
Develop specific functional or quality 
statements that can be directly and 
explicitly assessed to determine 
requirement. 
Having developers provide a detailed conceptual model, a referent that describes each social science theory that 
will be modeled (including alternate theories and why the candidate theory was chosen), and a description of the 
data that the model requires, and the source(s) of the data will be vital to producing a model that can be 
validated. 
• Acceptability Criteria 
– Develop a requirements 
traceability matrix relating each 
specified requirement with 
acceptability criteria applicable to 
the intended use.  
• User Needs 
– The developer needs to obtain a 
succinct and clear statement of 
the problem the M&S is expected 
to address.  
• Results 
– The acceptability criteria identify 
what the model needs to do to 
satisfy or meet the set of 
respective requirements pertinent 
to the intended use.  
• Executable Model 
– Design the model implementation 
to be as transparent as possible to 
permit analysis of execution paths 
and computed outcomes.  
• Conceptual Model 
– Develop the conceptual model 
using tools and techniques that 
create machine-readable 
specifications of the data and logic 
of the model. 
• Referent 
– identify the social science theory 
(or theories, if multiple competing 
theories will be represented in the 
model for comparison) that 
explains that phenomena.  
• Simuland 
– The simuland is the real-world 
system of interest, including the 
objects, processes, or phenomena 
to be simulated. 
• Intended Use 
– Obtain a clear, succinct statement 
of intended use from the user 
representatives. 
• Data 
– The greater the specificity in the 
data requirements for a model, 
the greater the ability to collect 
the data needed to populate the 
model.  
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DOD VV&A Requirements 
(Excerpts from DODI 5000.61, 9 December 2009)  
It is DoD policy that: 
Models, simulations, and associated data used to support DoD processes, products, and 
decisions shall undergo verification and validation (V&V) throughout their 
lifecycles. 
Models, simulations, and associated data used to support DoD processes, products, and 
decisions shall be accredited for an intended use. 
VV&A results shall be documented and made accessible to the DoD Components, 
other Government agencies, and non-governmental activities, as applicable and in 
accordance with DoD Directive 8320.02. 
Heads of the DoD Components and OSD Presidentially Appointed, Senate-confirmed 
(PAS) officials are authorized to provide, within their areas of responsibility, VV&A 
procedures and guidance as appropriate and in accordance with this Instruction. This 
additional information shall be based on the intended use and risk of use of the 
models, simulations, and their associated data.  
•Data added almost as an afterthought.  
•Data accreditation implied, but not defined. 
•For Army physics-based modeling, the performance data provider (AMSAA) certifies data. 
Who are the data providers for IW data? Do we expect them to certify the data? What does 
‘certified’ data mean? 
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IW Data Study Approach 
• Literature Review 
• Existent work 
• Collaborations  
• Data Supporting IW Modeling 
• How is this different from physics based data? 
• What kind of data?  Are there surrogates/proxies? 
• Why is it important/more challenging? 
• Why is validation important? 
• Data Sources 
• Understand what data sources exist 
• Characterize Data/Data Sources 
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IW Data Questions/Considerations 
• Need to address data verification, validation, 
accreditation (and/or certification). 
• Terminology and lexicon a key—many conflicting, 
confounding terms. 
• “Data Producer” versus “Data User”—what are their 
respective responsibilities. 
• Metadata standards needed. 
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IW Data Challenges 
• Variety of data types: narrative, survey, experimental, 
categorical, ordinal.  
• Variety of data issues: latency, subjectivity of 
measurement, repeatability, availability, privacy, 
collector bias, subject bias, difficulty in obtaining 
representative sample. 
• Variety of data sources: public, private, government, 
military. 
• Variety of levels: individual, group/organization, 
societal, cultural. 
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Focusing on the Data 
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Numerous Data Sources (1) 
• Center for Nonproliferation Studies http://cns.miis.edu/  
• Center for the Study of Civil War 
http://www.prio.no/CSCW  
• Center for Systemic Peace http://www.systemicpeace.org/  
• Genocide and Politicide Model Data 
http://globalpolicy.gmu.edu/genocide/  
• Kof Index of Globalization http://globalization.kof.ethz.ch/  
• University of Maryland/Minorities at Risk 
http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/mar/  
• Penn State Correlates of War Project 
http://www.correlatesofwar.org/  
• Quality of Government (QoG) http://www.qog.pol.gu.se/  
• Transparency International http://www.transparency.org/  
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Numerous Data Sources (2) 
• RAND Population Research Center http://www.rand.org/labor/population/ 
(Note: A large number of agencies have “Population Research Centers” 
available on the Web.) 
• RAND Database of Worldwide Terrorism Incidents 
http://www.rand.org/nsrd/projects/terrorism-incidents/  
• Terrorism and Insurgency Data Aggregation Project 
http://www.ctc.usma.edu/  http://ctc.newsig.com/index.php/Main_Page  
• UCLA/Andreas Wimmer, From Empire to Nation-State dataset 
http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/soc/faculty/wimmer/EmpireNSdataset.pdf  
• World Health Organization http://www.who.int/en/  
• World Bank http://www.worldbank.org/  
• World Values Survey http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/  
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Candidate Metadata:  
Joint Data Services “Datacards” (example entries) 
• Data source name 
• Intended use 
• Intended customer 
• Data source classification 
• Data category (e.g., Governance; Demographic; Public Perception; 
Atmospherics; etc.) 
• Data source description 
• Responsible organization 
• Access limitations 
• Location of data source (e.g., URL or point of contact information) 
• Data source point of contact (POC) 
• Method of collection 
• Types of data (e.g., quantitative; quantitative, charts/figures; 
quantitative, survey/polling; qualitative; etc.) 
• Data source format 
• Periodicity of data 
• Level of geographic detail (e.g., Province; District; National; etc.) 
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CENTCOM IW Database: Sources (partial list) 
• Afghanistan Conflict Monitor http://www.afghanconflictmonitor.org/  
• Afghanistan Index Repository http://www.brookings.edu/foreign-
policy/afghanistan-index.aspx#archives/  
• Afghanistan National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment Databases 
http://nrva.cso.gov.af/  
• AfPak Open Source Center https://www.opensource.gov/  
• Armed Conflict Database http://www.acleddata.com/  
• CIA World Factbook https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/  
• COIN Center Knowledge Center http://usacac.army.mil/cac2/coin/KC.asp or online 
full access to FOUO and below at 
https://combinedarmscenter.army.mil/sites/COIN/Pages/KC-A.aspx  
• Conflict Data Program Non-state Actor Dataset 
http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/UCDP/datasets/  
• Correlates of War Historical Databases http://correlatesofwar.org/  
• Country Indicators Databases http://www.uis.unesco.org/  
• Country Profiles http://www.worldbank.org/country/  
• Economics Database http://www.bertelsmann-transformation-index.de/  
• Failed States Index http://www.fundforpeace.org/  
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Candidate Metadata: CENTCOM IW Database 
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M&S Community of Interest Discovery 


































M&S Resource  
Metacard Structure 
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Standardization Opportunity 
• Proposition: Should the SSG prepare a Product 
Nomination to initiate work on a Metadata 
Standard for HSCB Modeling Data? 
• HSCB Modeling Standards Standing Study 
Group (HSCB MS3G) 
• Meeting Tuesday at Spring SIW, 3:30pm, Legacy 
North 1 
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Development Strategy 
• Compare/contrast various metadata approaches 
for describing data applicable to IW modeling 
• Add metadata for information missing from other 
approaches/implementations 
• Look for overlaps with the MSC-DMS 
• Identify needed structures and integrate them with 
MSC-DMS using a “Data” extension 
• Begin transferring existing metadata records to 
the new structure and make the information 
available to the M&S Catalog 
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Product Nomination (TBD!) 
• Product Title 
• Proponent Name(s) 
• Type of Product 
• Applicable Community 
• Problem/Issue Addressed 
• Maturity of the Proposed Product 
• Planned Compliance Testing 
• Schedule 
• Candidate Volunteers 
• Suggested Product Periodic Review Cycle 
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Final Thoughts 
• Is this an area where SISO could make an 
early contribution to standardization for the 
HSCB Modeling community? 
• Would an HSCB Modeling Metadata standard 
be useful? 
• Do we have critical mass of interested 
proponents to make it happen? 
• Does this work depend on initiation of a 
standardization effort on the MSC-DMS? 
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